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Preamble:
The new curriculum calls for a sequence of 3 Practicum courses for CSE, viz. CS207 Applied Databases
Practicum, CS307 Systems Practicum and CS308 Large Applications Practicum. Now, the networks
material is shifted to CS307 and the database material to CS207 with a focus on developing database
applications. The main focus of CS 308 is to learn the mechanics of building, testing, versioning, and
reversing of large software applications. Furthermore, this course will expose students to object-oriented
design using the UML notation.
Tentative sequencing:
Semester 3 – CS207 Applied DB Practicum, followed by CS204 Introduction to Databases
Semester 3 – CS307 Systems Practicum, followed by CS3xx Introduction to Distributed
Communicating Processes electives on networks and OS
Semester 6 – CS308 Large Applications Practicum, in conjunction with courses like compiler
construction, etc.
Course Outline:
The students will learn the mechanics of building large software applications using object-orient
languages. Topics covered in this course include: Writing Makefiles and use of Make to compile large
programs; source code revision control; documentation generation from code; systematic and organized
approaches to software testing; and. introduction to software testing tools. Also, this course covers certain
software utilities that help write very fast parsers for almost arbitrary file formats: Flex and
Bison. Furthermore, this course exposes students to use of UML notation for object-oriented design. The
course concludes with an assignment on reverse engineering of a large open-source software application.
Modules:
A few lab lectures (8 hours spread over the semester):

Overview of the Make utility (Makefiles, writing rules, use of variables, Conditionals, Functions,
running make)

Source code revision control (version control basics, introduction to some basic version control
systems like CVS, SVN, and Git)

Introduction to document generation from annotated source code (with specific focus on
Doxygen, TwinText, and Natural Docs)


Software testing (introduction, need for software testing, types of tests, test case design)


Software testing tools (introduction to some basic testing tools for object-oriented languages –
e.g., Jester for JUnit)


Introduction to conventions of fast parsers for context-free grammars: Flex and Bison


Overview of diagrams in the UML notation (also, how UML translates to programming structures
in certain object-oriented languages like C++/Java)


Introduction to software reverse engineering

Lab assignments (listed below) require 3 hours in the lab, preceded by at least 3 hours at home. The
weekly assignments would be targeted at mastering the concepts covered weekly in the course:

Week 1-2 Use of Make and Makefiles for object-oriented programming languages.

Week 3-4 Use of a versioning system (e.g., Git, SVN).

Week 5-6 Document generation from annotated source code using one of the open-source
software (e.g., Doxygen, Natural Docs).

Week 7 – 8 Software testing and test-case design; use of open-source software testing tools to test
object-oriented code (e.g., Jester).

Week 9-10 Use of parsers for parsing context-free grammars (using Flex/Bison)

Week 11-12 Application of UML notation and diagrams for object-oriented design.

Week 13 Reverse engineering of an existing open-source application (using certain reverse
engineering tools)
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